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(57) 	 ABSTRACT 
A system and method is disclosed wherein optical signals are 
coded in a transmitter by tuning or modulating the interbeam 
delay time (which modulates the fourth-order coherence) 
between pairs of entangled photons. The photon pairs are 
either absorbed or not absorbed (transparent) by an atomic or 
molecular fluorescer in a receiver, depending on the inter-
beam delay that is introduced in the entangled photon pairs. 
Upon the absorption, corresponding fluorescent optical emis-
sions follow at a certain wavelength, which are then detected 
by a photon detector. The advantage of the disclosed system 
is that it eliminates a need of a coincidence counter to realize 
the entanglement-based secure optical communications 
because the absorber acts as a coincidence counter for 
entangled photon pairs. 
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SECURED OPTICAL COMMUNICATIONS 
USING QUANTUM ENTANGLED 
TWO-PHOTON TRANSPARENCY 
MODULATION 
FIELD OF THE INVENTION 
The present invention relates to a method and architecture 
for secure optical communications using quantum entangled 
photon transparency modulation spectroscopy 
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 
Free-space optical technologies may be used as a means of 
ground, airborne and space-based digital communications 
and surveillance because of the cost-effectiveness, high-
bandwidth and/or enhanced security associated with these 
technologies. Typically, commercially available optical com-
munications systems may use near-infrared (NIR) lasers to 
provide a direct point-to-point, high-speed link through the 
atmosphere, over several kilometers, with a large available 
bandwidth. Optical communications based on non-linear and 
quantum optics have been proposed and developed to provide 
virtually unbreakable security during data transfer. Among 
these techniques are interferometric communications and 
retro -modulation communications. These techniques typi-
cally rely on photon flux modulation and/or second-order 
coherent phase modulation to transfer information. 
With quantum cryptography or quantum key distribution, 
any attempt to intercept a data link would fails, thus ensuring 
a high degree of security. The challenge of this cryptographic 
technique, however, is that any practical implementation may 
require coincidence-count, post-processing with a separated 
and secondary data transmission through conventional chan-
nels, such as through physical wiring or another wireless 
network. While this technique may be suitable for fiber-optic 
communications, it may not be preferred in free-space com-
munications, particularly communications in military sys-
tems. 
Another state-of-the-art technique may use near-simulta-
neously generated quasi-entangled photons for communica-
tions to significantly increase immunity to background noise. 
Although this technique may use entangled coincident pho-
ton pairs over an identical optical path, it still requires two 
independent single photon detectors and a temporal coinci-
dence gate to extract transmitted data. 
SUMMARY 
An embodiment of the present invention may be directed to 
the application of entangled-photon spectroscopy in secure 
communications. Information may be sent through the 
minute temporal modulation of the fourth-order coherence, 
that is a summation of entanglement time and interbeam 
delay between two photons. For example, in an embodiment 
of the invention, quantum entangled two-photon spectros-
copy may be used with subsequent detection of the radiated 
fluorescence photon. Only one detector is needed and no 
temporal coincidence gate is required to effect secure optical 
communications. This is because the molecule absorption 
itself acts as a coincident counter. 
An embodiment of the invention is directed to an optical 
communications apparatus for coding optical signals by tun-
ing delay time between a pair of quantum entangled photons. 
The apparatus includes means for implementing a non-linear 
optical process to generate the pair of quantum entangled 
photons and an interferometer to receive the pair of quantum 
2 
entangled photons to generate an entangled-photon beam. 
The apparatus also includes an electro-optical system to 
encode the entangled photon pairs, wherein a relative path 
delay between the pair of quantum entangled photons are 
5 tuned or modulated. The apparatus further includes a trans-
mitter to transmit the pair of quantum entangled photons. The 
pair of quantum entangled photons is received at an absorber 
where absorption followed by fluorescence emission occurs 
at a certain wavelength based on an encoded relative path 
10 
delay in the pair of quantum entangled photons. A fluores-
cence signal is thereafter detected by a detector. 
Another embodiment of the invention is directed to an 
apparatus for receiving a pair of quantum entangled photons 
for optical communications. The apparatus includes an 
absorber to receive the pair of quantum entangled photons, 
15 wherein at the absorber, either absorption followed by fluo-
rescence emission or transparency (no absoprtion) occur at a 
certain wavelength, based on an encoded relative path delay 
in the pair of quantum entangled photons. The apparatus also 
includes a detector to detect a fluorescence signal, wherein 
20 the fluorescence signal is detected by the detector through a 
narrow band filter optimized for fluorescence wavelength. 
Another embodiment of the invention is directed to a sys-
tem including a generating unit to implement a non-linear 
optical process to generate a pair of quantum entangled pho- 
25 tons, to encode an entangled photon pairs, wherein a relative 
path delay between the pair of quantum entangled photons are 
tuned, and to transmit the pair of quantum entangled photons. 
The system also includes areceiving unit to receive the pair of 
quantum entangled photons, to absorb the pair of quantum 
entangled photons by a molecular fluorescer followed by 
so fluorescence emission at a certain wavelength, based on an 
encoded relative path delay in the pair of quantum entangled 
photons. The emission is then detected by a detector. 
Another embodiment of the invention is directed to a 
method including generating pairs of quantum entangled 
35 photos via a non-linear optical process and receiving a pair of 
quantum entangled photons to generate an entangled-photon 
beam. The method also includes encoding the entangled pho-
ton pairs, wherein a relative path delay between the pair of 
quantum entangled photons are tuned or modulated and trans- 
40 miffing the pair of quantum entangled photons to a receiver. 
At the receiver, the pair of quantum entangled photons is 
absorbed and fluorescence emission occurs at a certain wave-
length, based on an encoded relative path delay in the pair of 
quantum entangled photons. A fluorescence signal is then 
45 detected by a detector. 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
The accompanying drawings, which are included to pro- 
50 vide a further understanding of the invention and are incor-
porated in and constitute a part of this specification, illustrate 
embodiments of the invention that together with the descrip-
tion serve to explain the principles of the invention, wherein: 
FIG.1 illustrates an implementation of an optical commu- 
55 nication using quantum entangled-photon transparency (ab-
sorption) modulation spectroscopy; 
FIG. 2 illustrates a schematic diagram of signal coding by 
means of entangled two-photon transparency (absorption) 
modulation in arbitrary units; and 
60 	 FIG. 3 illustrates unique orders-of-magnitude variation of 
entangled two-photo absorption rate, theoretically calculated 
for hydroxyl molecules. 
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS 
65 
In an embodiment of the present invention, optical signals 
may be coded by tuning or modulating delay time (fourth- 
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order coherence) between pairs of entangled twin photons. 
The photon pairs may be absorbed by a molecular fluorescer 
followed by corresponding fluorescent optical emissions at a 
certain wavelength. The fluorescent optical emissions may 
then be detected by a photon detector. An example of the 
molecular fluorescer may be a specially synthesized fluoro-
phore. Amolecular absorber may act as a coincidence counter 
for an entangled photon pair. Thus, the quantum fourth-order 
interference, that is entanglement, is explicitly met in an 
embodiment of the invention without a use of a pair of detec-
tors connected with coincident circuit. 
FIG.1 illustrates an implementation of an optical commu-
nication using quantum entangled-photon transparency (ab-
sorption) modulation spectroscopy. Pairs of quantum 
entangled photons may be generated via nonlinear optical 
process, such as a spontaneous parametric down-conversion 
(SPDC), and may be directed to an interferometer so that a 
convenient entangled-photon "beam" can be obtained. FIG.1 
shows a nonlinear second-order crystal 103 pumped by a laser 
102. Alternatively, SPDC may be arranged so that the pair of 
output photons may be emitted co-linearly. The interferom-
eter 104 may be a Hong-Ou-Mandel beamsplitter interferom-
eter (HOMI). 
Communication link can be made through either fiber optic 
or free space. The entangled photon pairs may be encoded by 
an electro-optical system 106 in which the relative path delay 
between the two photons may be tuned or modulated. The 
photon pairs exited from a transmitter 108 to a receiver 109 
may then be collected by a receiving collection optics 110. A 
narrow band-pass filter 112 and selective absorption on fluo-
rophore 114 may block out ambient light noise. Finally, the 
entangled photon pairs may arrive at the absorber (fluoro-
phore)114 where either absorption followed by fluorescence 
emission or transparency may take place based on the relative 
path delay encoded in the transmitter 108. When absorption 
occurs, the subsequent fluorescence signal may then be 
detected by detector 118 through another narrow band-pass 
filter optimized for the fluorescence wavelength. When trans-
parency occurs, original pump may be pass through the 
absorber and may be blocked by the second narrow band-pass 
filter 116. 
As shown in FIG. 1, molecular absorber 114 may act as a 
coincidence counter for an entangled photon pair. Thus, the 
quantum forth-order interference, i.e. entanglement, is 
explicitly met in the medium shown in FIG. 1. 
Because the entanglement-based absorption process, 
unlike classical optical absorption process, has a strong 
dependence on the time-of-flight difference between the pho-
ton pairs, i.e. entanglement time, a delay time tuning applied 
to the exiting photon pairs in a transmitter can inhibit or 
enhance the absorption rate at the receiver and thus modulate 
or code the signal, as shown in FIG. 2. 
FIG. 2 illustrates a schematic diagram of signal coding by 
means of entangled two-photon absorption modulation. Pho-
ton flux I (intensity) of the signal carrier, i.e. entangledphoton 
pairs is constant, as shown in 2a, while the entanglement time 
T, of each photon pair is modulated or tuned by a relative path 
delay system, as shown in 2b. Because T e dominates the 
two-photon absorption cross-section a e of a medium (fluoro-
phore) at a receiver site, the absorption rate is tuned as well 
from nearly transparent to nearly full absorption, as shown in 
FIG. 2c. By setting an appropriate threshold to the subsequent 
fluorescence intensity, as shown in FIG. 2d, followed by the 
absorption, the digital signal is realized, as shown in FIG. 2e. 
FIG. 3 illustrates unique orders-of-magnitude variation of 
entangled two-photon absorption rate. This quantum phe- 
4 
nomenon may enable "switching" between an absorption and 
a transparency, thus a signal coding. 
Communications realized from an embodiment of the 
present invention are highly secured because the code is hid- 
5 den in a "tiny" bit of time difference in an entangled-state 
photon pair. This is analogous to steganography with photo-
graphic microdot that has features smaller than resolvable by 
any classical optical technique. Measurements of raw light 
intensities appear to be random photon arrivals exhibiting a 
io constant average photon flux, as shown in FIG. 2a. Current 
state-of-art photon detectors (pico-second resolution) cannot 
decode the femto-second-encoded signal. Furthermore, 
longer wavelength due to the two-photon technique and cor-
related state of the entangled photons improve immunity to 
15 various levels of optical effects/irregularity on the path. 
Embodiments of the present invention could benefit the 
development of an advance optical communication technol-
ogy by adding another significant layer of communications 
security on top of an optical direct link capacity. The trans- 
20 miffed two-photon wavelength can be optimized for eye-safe 
operation in the near infrared (IR), for example 800-1400 mu, 
where the transmittance in the atmosphere is also better, while 
the radiated fluorescence from a fluorescer would be conve-
niently located in visible wavelength at which detectors have 
25 better sensitivity and are robust even in a harsh environment 
when compared with state-of-art near IR and IR detectors. 
Examples of harsh environments may include battlefields or 
aerospace vehicles. 
Embodiments of the present invention also provide the 
30 unique capability of immunity to irregularities in the optical 
path, for example polarization effects, due to the explicitly 
correlated state, that is, polarization-entangled state with the 
energy-momentum conservation. In this case, the two-photon 
pairs are best generated using type-I spontaneous parametric 
35 down-conversion (SPDC) so that the effects of atmospheric 
birefringence is minimized. 
Embodiments of the present invention also provide the 
enhancement of the signal-to-noise through the use of optical 
filters and selective absorption of a molecular fluorescer that 
4o does not produce any light unless exited by two-photon 
absorption. 
Embodiments of the present invention further provide the 
ability to be used for both free-space and fiber optic applica-
tions as diode lasers are readily available to generate SPDC 
45 two-photon pairs at both 1350 mu and 1550 mu which are the 
optimal wavelengths for low-loss transmission through opti-
cal fibers. Additionally, these popular wavelengths permit the 
use of low cost off-the-shelf optical coatings and components 
to be used for maximum throughput. 
50 	 Embodiments of the present invention, therefore provide 
an architecture for secure optical communications using 
quantum entangled molecular transparency modulation spec-
troscopy. Embodiments of the invention provide for the spec-
troscopic use of a molecular absorber as both the entangled 
55 two-photon detector and the femto-second-resolved coinci-
dence gate circuit that decodes information transmitted as 
minute temporal shifts between the entangled photon pairs. 
The two-photon absorptionrate is modulated not by changing 
wavelength or intensity of the light source but by varying the 
60 entanglement time (the fourth-order phase coherence) 
between the photon pairs with femto-second resolution. 
Upon the absorption of the entanglement-time-modulated 
two-photons by an appropriate molecular species that re-
emits the absorbed two-photons in the form of blue-shifted 
65 fluorescence, the transmitted signal is then detected using 
conventional electronic means. The quantum entangled bi-
photon absorption-rate is a fourth-order coherent process that 
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offers a novel way to convey information because conven-
tional detectors and electronics cannot resolve the femto-
second-encoded information of the individual photon pairs. 
An embodiment of the invention may be demonstrated with 
more than 20 dB (contrast) modulation of the two-photon 5 
absorption rate which should enable reliable high-speed digi-
tal communications, while maintaining zero modulation of 
the average two-photon flux or intensity. 
Therefore, a system and method is disclosed wherein opti-
cal signals are coded by tuning or modulating the interbeam io 
delay time (which modulates the fourth-order coherence) 
between pairs of entangled photons. The photon pairs are 
either absorbed or not absorbed (transparent) by an atomic or 
molecular fluorescer, depending on the inter-beam delay that 
is introduced in the entangled photon pairs. Upon the absorp- 15 
tion, corresponding fluorescent optical emissions follow at a 
certain wavelength, which are then detected by a photon 
detector. The advantage of the disclosed system is that it 
eliminates a need of a coincidence counter to realize the 
entanglement because an atomic or molecular absorber acts 20 
as both a pair of detectors and a coincidence counter for 
entangled photon pairs. Thus, a simpler system is developed 
for detecting coincidences between entangled photon pairs 
for the purposes of quantum communications. Another 
advantage is that the disclosed system enhances security of 25 
the optical communication because the code is hidden in the 
very minute modulation, on the order of femto-seconds. The 
inter-arrival time difference between the photon pairs is 
revealed only through a specific and specially-designed 
absorbing material, but not by standard fast opto-electronics. 30 
The foregoing description has been directed to specific 
embodiments of this invention. It will be apparent, however, 
that other variations and modifications may be made to the 
described embodiments, with the attainment of some or all of 
their advantages. Therefore, it is the object of the appended 35 
claims to cover all such variations and modifications as come 
within the true spirit and scope of the invention. 
What is claimed: 
1. An optical communications apparatus for coding optical 
signals by tuning interbeam delay time using the femtosecond 40 
timescale between a pair of entangled photons, comprising: 
means for implementing a non-linear optical process to 
generate the pair of quantum entangled photons; 
an interferometer to receive the pair of quantum entangled 
photons to generate a entangled-photon beam; 45 
an electro-optical system to encode entangled photon 
pairs, wherein a relative path delay between the pair of 
quantum entangled photons are tuned or modulated 
using femtosecond resolution; and 
a transmitter to transmit the pair of quantum entangled 50 
photons, wherein the pair of quantum entangled photons 
are received at an absorber where absorption followed 
by fluorescence emission occur at a certain wavelength, 
based on an encodedrelative path delay of femtoseconds 
in the pair of quantum entangled photons, and 55 
wherein a fluorescence signal is detected by a detector. 
2. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the fluorescence sig-
nal is detected by the detector through a narrow band filter 
optimized for fluorescence wavelength. 
3. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein communication links 60 
are through either fiber-optic or free space. 
4. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein upon receipt of the 
pair of quantum entangled photons by collection optics, a 
narrow band-pass filter and selective absorption on a fluoro-
phore block out ambient light noise. 	 65 
5. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the interferometer is a 
Hong-Ou-Mandel beamsplitter interferometer.  
6 
6. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the non-linear optical 
process is a spontaneous parametric down-conversion. 
7. The apparatus of claim 6, wherein the spontaneous para-
metric down-conversion is arranged so that the pair of quan-
tum entangled photons are emitted co-linearly. 
8. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein a molecular absorber 
acts as a coincidence counter for the pair of quantum 
entangled photons so that quantum fourth-order interference 
is explicitly met. 
9. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein delay-time tuning 
applied to the pair of quantum entangled photons inhibits or 
enhances absorption rate at a receiver. 
10. An apparatus for receiving a pair of quantum entangled 
photons for optical communications, comprising: 
an atomic or molecular absorber to receive the pair of 
quantum entangled photons, wherein at the absorber 
either absorption followed by fluorescence emission or 
transparency occur at a certain wavelength based on an 
encoded relative path or interbeam time delay, tuned or 
modulated using femtosecond resolution, in the pair of 
quantum entangled photons; and 
a detector to detect a fluorescence signal, wherein the fluo-
rescence signal is detected by the detector through a 
narrow band-pass filter optimized for fluorescence 
wavelength. 
11. The apparatus of claim 10, wherein the absorber is an 
atomic or molecular fluorescer. 
12. The apparatus of claim 11, further comprising a narrow 
band-pass filter, wherein the narrow band-pass filter and 
selective absorption on the fluorophore block out ambient 
light noise in the received pair of quantum entangled photons. 
13. The apparatus of claim 10, wherein the incoming 
entangled photo pairs pass through the absorber, and thus 
generates no fluorescence signal emission when the two-
photon absorption rate is lowest, that is a transparent state, 
due to a specific interbeam delay is introduced to the 
entangled photon pairs; and 
the incoming entangled photo pairs are absorbed by the 
absorber thus generates a fluorescence signal emission 
when the two-photon absorption rate is highest, that is an 
absorption state, due to a specific interbeam delay is 
introduced to the entangled photon pairs. 
14. The apparatus of claim 10, wherein the absorber is an 
atomic or molecular absorber which acts as both a detector 
and a coincidence counter for the pair of quantum entangled 
photons so that quantum fourth-order interference is explic-
itly met. 
15. The apparatus of claim 10, wherein delay-time tuning 
applied to the pair of quantum entangled photons inhibits or 
enhances absorption rate at a receiver. 
16. A system for optical communications, comprising: 
• generating unit to implement a non-linear optical process 
to generate a pair of quantum entangled photons, to 
encode an entangled photon pairs, wherein a relative 
path-length delay between the pair of quantum 
entangled photons are tuned using the femtosecond 
resolution and to transmit the pair of quantum entangled 
photons; and 
• receiving unit to receive the pair of quantum entangled 
photons, to absorb the pair of quantum entangled pho-
tons within the femtosecond timescale by a molecular 
fluorescer followed by fluorescence emission occur at a 
certain wavelength based on an encoded femtosecond 
relative time delay in the pair of quantum entangled 
photons, wherein the emission is detected by a detector. 
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17. A method, comprising: 
generating pairs of quantum entangled photos via a non-
linear optical process; 
receiving a pair of quantum entangled photons to generate 
	
a entangled-photon beam; 	 s 
encoding the entangled photon pairs, wherein a relative 
path delay between the pair of quantum entangled pho-
tons are tuned or modulated using femtosecond resolu-
tion; and 
transmitting the pair of quantum entangled photons to a 10 
receiver, wherein, at the receiver, the pair of quantum 
entangled photons are absorbed and fluorescence emis-
sion occur at a certain wavelength based on an encoded 
femtosecond relative time delay in the pair of quantum 
entangled photons, and wherein a fluorescence signal is is 
detected by a detector. 
18. The method of claim 17, wherein the fluorescence 
signal is detected by the detector through a narrow band-pass 
filter optimized for fluorescence wavelength. 
19. The method of claim 17, wherein upon receipt of the 20 
pair of quantum entangled photons, a narrow band-pass filter 
and selective absorption on a fluorophore block out ambient 
light noise. 
20. The method of claim 17, further comprising emitting 
the pair of quantum entangled photons co-linearly. 	 25 
